In this rotation you will experience what it is like to learn to read a new language.

**STEP 1:** Read what Thiba and Kherber took when they left Afghanistan.

**Here is what Thiba, Mina’s mother, packed when they left Afghanistan:**

- 6 nans*
- 1 doll
- 3 blankets

*N A nan is a type of flat bread very common in Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.

**Their neighbour, Kherber, took:**

- 7 photos
- 4 nans
- 3 pullovers

**STEP 2:** Using the chart below and the words you learned above, list what Najmia took.

**List what Najmia took below:**

**EXTENSION ACTIVITY:**

Now imagine that you have to run away with your family—with no prior warning. You have just a couple of minutes to pack a few things—taking only what seems important. List what you will take.